
Living Will of Banks and their Creditworthiness

When financial markets are unclear as to whether a bank would be bailed out, should it run 

itself aground, and the opinion of shareholders and employees is that they indeed would be 

bailed out, it encourages imprudent risk taking, worsening the bank’s credit quality in addition 

to exposing creditors to the risk that they would not be bailed out when the need arises.  In this 

context, the announcement of the US FDIC that they would implement the “living will” for banks 

next year (subject to approval of the Federal Reserve) is welcome and should be implemented 

by national regulators everywhere for their systemically important banks, particularly the banks 

that have a tendency to roll the dice by running large proprietary trading books. 

 A living will is essentially a blueprint for winding down a troubled bank or ring-fencing the 

problematic parts of a bank (that got into trouble thanks to management chasing some hare 

brained scheme to magnify its bonus, or thanks to management being clueless about what was 

going on when someone in some business line tried to boost his bonus) without causing harm to 

retail depositors or the global financial system — and without relying on government 

intervention.  It reveals which entities of a bank house its assets and liabilities.  It casts light on a 

bank’s liquidity and contingency funding plans (which can withstand credit rating downgrades) 

and capital it can access in times of trouble.  It highlights what assets can be sold and at what 

value, thus enabling anyone in-charge of winding down a bank to take calls on issues such as 

whether it makes sense to resort to a distress sale of an asset or whether margin calls should be 

paid and a contract kept alive in anticipation of securing better asset valuation in future.   

What is the need for a living will for a bank?  Certainly such a will would not have been 

necessary or useful before the 1980s when there was a clear separation between investment 

banking and commercial banking (at least in the United States if not in Europe).  Even in 



countries where there was no separation between investment banking and commercial banking, 

trading assets and derivatives were insignificant percentages of a bank’s balance sheet.  In such 

an environment, a bank’s biggest counterparties were its borrowers- not other banks.  A credit 

analyst analyzing a bank needed to know about the general profile of the borrowers of the 

bank- not its biggest derivative counterparties.  If a bank did foolish things on the lending side, it 

committed hara-kiri alone and did not take the banking system with it.  Also, because there 

were limited tax and regulatory arbitrage opportunities afforded, it did not make sense to create 

hundreds of legal entities. 

All this changed over the next quarter of a century.  Lehman Brothers, at the time of its demise, 

had almost 3000 legal entities across many countries, all created explicitly for tax and regulatory 

arbitrage.   The creditor to any Lehman entity had no clue about the inter-linkages between that 

entity and others entities, how trouble at a different entity would impact the borrowing entity, 

what were the assets that could be disposed off to meet creditor obligations and which entities 

housed the different assets and liabilities.   Because there was a credit bubble underway during 

the Maestro’s long reign at the US central bank, creditors did not take a close look at the entities 

and relied on rating agencies to do the thinking for them.  Now that the credit mania is 

definitely out of the way for a generation, the past way of doing things would no longer suffice. 

Creditors might not be prepared to invest with the half baked information disclosed (Unless Qen 

is going to be underway).  

The Disciplining affect of Living Will

The process of creating a living will itself encourages a bank to look closely at its different 

businesses- how many of the businesses are viable, what are the correct valuations of different 

assets (and not some mythical value ascribed to them based on models created and fiddled with 



by a bunch of chaps whose bonuses depend on the model spitting out a high value) etc.  It 

simplifies management understanding of legal structures and which assets can be sold in times 

of stress.

What aspects of the living will should be public is an important question.  While banks would be 

reticent to make their wills public, it is in their own interest to be as transparent as possible.  It 

would be a source of comfort to senior and subordinate creditors and would ensure that 

creditors do not panic in times of stress and hence give the bank favorable rates.   To be 

effective, the living will document that must be updated at least once a week for banks with big 

trading books and at least once a month for others.  It does impose increased compliance costs, 

but benefits will accrue to those banks with the most transparent information in terms of lower 

funding costs.  Anyway, the wills can’t to too opaque as bank regulators would have to approve 

the wills. 

A bank that draws its competitive advantage from its superior understanding of its borrowers’ 

credit quality and its superior product designing ability that cater to customer wants (and not 

vehicles for shafting them) would have nothing to fear from  the need to create living wills.  No 

business secrets are revealed unless the intent is to break the spirit and letter of different tax 

and capital regulations.   Large investment banks excel in regulatory and tax arbitrage, and all 

that cross-border complexity and opacity enables them to exploit such loopholes with ease. 

They might fear that international tax and regulatory authorities might come after them once 

their different entities are revealed.   But they must look at the positive aspect- creating a living 

will removes the contingent risk of regulators coming after their earnings (with fines) for failure 

to comply with various regulations.  The impact on earnings would be positive as creditors 

seeing that there is less regulatory risk, would be prepared to lend to the bank at lower rates. 



Bankers must realize they are in the confidence business- the moment confidence in a bank 

snaps, the game is up.  When you transparently comply with regulations, confidence is unlikely 

to sap at short notice.  That is the most important thing for a bank, not the amount of liquid 

assets it has as we had discussed earlier in a note “It Liquidity of Assets relevant to a Bank 

Creditor?” (http://crediteye.wordpress.com/2011/07/07/is-liquidity-of-assets-relevant-to-a-

bank-creditor/ ). 

Why Living wills are good for Creditors

Due to living wills, creditors can more precisely estimate loss given default (LGD) should a bank 

encounter tough times.  They would have a more precise idea of a bank’s counterparties, its 

legal structures and hence expected recoveries.   Creditors would know precisely which entities 

have cash and how junior their claims would be vis-à-vis other creditors.  Credit instruments of 

banks under stress conditions would not loose value sharply as bank failures become less 

chaotic.  When banks are run as commonwealth of independent states with clearly ring fenced 

entities from which cash can flow only according to certain rules and the concept of moving 

deposits in one country to another would not happen easily (see 

http://crediteye.wordpress.com/2011/03/29/foreign-lending-health-of-the-german-banking-

system/ ).  And since in this environment of transparency you know who is swimming in the 

nude, the urge to take on foolish risks will be curbed even without a Glass-Steagall like Act. 

Creditors have no reason to complain because investment in bank credit investments would 

have less the appearance of a venture investment with capped returns and more the 

appearance of a credit investment.
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